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ABSTRACT
The aim of the article is to present the main body of the KLEMS growth accounting recently
implemented in Poland. The works on the KLEMS productivity accounting in Poland started
in 2013 and focused on areas such as the development of methodology and the availability
and assessment of data. These efforts enabled preparing KLEMS data sets pertaining to the
Polish economy and moreover proved that unavailable data can be effectively estimated.
Additionally, interesting but complex and debatable results were obtained, such as labour
hoarding together with remunerations' freezing around the 2009 crisis, accompanied by
a natural drop in the capital contribution growth and an increase in the MFP contribution,
which most probably indicated effective reorganizations in the economy. In the years
2012−2014, increasing labour and capital contributions did not fully translate into gross
value added growth, which led to negative MFP growths, as these are calculated residually.
This, however, changed completely in the last two years of the time span covered by the
research, namely in 2015-2016. An industry-level analysis became also possible, showing
that the Polish economy was developing dynamically and undergoing intensive
modernisation, which was obtained, however, with a debatable contribution of the State. To
study the debatable features of the Polish economy in a greater detail, a further
decomposition of the labour factor growth into four sub-factor contributions instead of two
sub-factor contributions was performed. This additional analysis confirmed that labour
hoarding phenomenon specific for Poland contributed to a softer impact of the 2007−09
financial crisis on this country’s economy.
Key words: gross value added, decomposition, production factors, KLEMS, productivity.

1. Introduction
The aim of the article is to present KLEMS productivity growth accounting recently
being implemented in Poland and discuss it. Although Poland is present in various
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releases of EU KLEMS database, no decomposition of gross value added growth or
gross output growth into factor contributions and MFP contribution has been ever
performed there because of missing input data (with the exception of 2007 EU KLEMS
release, presently outdated) – the reason is that no sufficient data are being sent to
Eurostat on the one hand (although theoretically they could be sent, which is a matter
of co-operation agreements within Eurostat) and on the other hand that there are data
which need to be imputed innovatively, since they are not straightforwardly available
in Poland too. A growth accounting for Poland with decomposition as above
mentioned has been performed by NBP4 appointed researchers, based on a slightly
different methodology (Gradzewicz et al., 2014, 2018), but not at the sectoral and
industry level. As far as the authors of this article know, no one else has ever performed
a decomposition of the above-mentioned kind at industry level for Poland (with the
exception of the above mentioned release5).
The methodology framework based on a gross value added decomposition is
outlined in the second section. In the third section, these results are discussed in an
attempt to interpret them. In the fourth section a sample analysis at industry level is
presented. In the fifth section, a developed labour factor decomposition is advanced
allowing for more analytical insights in the Polish economy. Despite the specific data
processing hurdles accompanying the works on the Polish KLEMS accounting, ample
results of good quality were achieved (presently, they are available on Statistics Poland
web page6). As they are to a large extent debatable, these outcomes remain open to
further analyses and discussion. New avenues for developing KLEMS accounting and
the conclusion are presented in the final section. The article is of a wide synthetic
nature. It deals both with theoretical matters and technicalities, and presents also the
results of KLEMS accounting in Poland with some interpretation.

2. Basic methodology
The basic methodology follows in general the growth accounting methodology
developed by Dale W. Jorgenson and associates, as outlined in Jorgenson (1963),
Jorgenson & Griliches (1967), Jorgenson, Gollop and Fraumeni (1987), Jorgenson

4
5

6

The National Bank of Poland which is the Polish Central Bank.
The EU KLEMS data set release of 2007 includes a decomposition for Poland with labour services’ contribution
being subdivided into hours worked and labour composition contributions, but with no subdivision of capital
services’ contribution into ICT and non-ICT capital contributions. This release covers the period of 1996−2004,
therefore just preceding the present study time span. For the 2007 EU KLEMS release data were often extensively
imputed (Timmer et al., 2007b, pp. 121−29) to a far greater degree than in the present study due to greater data
shortages. The possible comparisons between the two studies can possibly be an avenue for further analysis.
KLEMS Economic Productivity Accounts, https://stat.gov.pl/en/experimental-statistics/klems-economicproductivity-accounts/
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(1989) and Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh (2005)7. This methodology has been summarized
by Timmer et al. (2007), and O’Mahony and Timmer (2009) for the EU KLEMS8. For
Poland it has been developed and presented in Kotlewski & Błażej (2016, 2018a and
2018b)9. Hereinafter, only the basic idea and structure of the accounts is presented. It is
based on the standard growth accounting decomposition of output into the
contribution of input factors and MFP:
∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑌

𝑣̅ ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑋

𝑣̅ ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐾

𝑣̅ ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐴

(1)

where Y is the gross output, X – intermediate consumption, K – capital services10,
L – labour services11 and where AY stands for multifactor productivity. These values are
subscripted by j for industries and t for years. v̅ with appropriate subscripts are average
value shares12 of the individual factors in the gross output (defined in the superscripts
by X, K and L) for two discrete time periods t-1 and t, which are calculated through
linear interpolation as v̅ = (νt-1 +νt)/2 (for simplicity the subscripts of (1) have been
omitted here). Since the growth of AY is residually calculated, the equation (1) is always
met. As for most of the EU KLEMS countries performing the KLEMS growth
accounting, the methodology has been reduced to a gross value added decomposition
following the standard equation13:
∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑉
7

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐾

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐴

(2)

In the preparatory works, the OECD growth accounting methodology was studied as well for possible insights;
see: OECD (2001, 2009 and 2013), Wölfl (2007).
8
See also the large overview of the subject: Jorgenson, ed. (2009).
9
The first of these works is addressed to the Polish audience not fully acquainted with KLEMS accounting,
therefore methodological details were amply presented, whereas the second one is more focused on Polish
specificities, more essential for the foreign audience. The third of these works presents development of the labour
factor decomposition into additional sub-factors.
10
It is assumed that the values of capital services are proportional to the values of capital stocks if these are separated
into different kinds of capital stocks at industry level, which means that although capital stocks and capital
services are different entities, their growths are the same at this level. These different kinds of capital stocks are
then aggregated with the use of Tӧrnqvist quantity index at industry level. Following: OECD (2001, 61), Timmer
et al. (2007a, 32-33), OECD (2009, 60) and Timmer et al. (2010, eq. (3.6)).
11
It is assumed that the values of labour services are proportional to the amounts of physical work engaged (in hours
worked) if these are separated into different kinds of labour according to age, education attainment and sex.
12
All value shares throughout the paper were taken from the national accounts, but they were adjusted for the selfemployed before being used in calculations.
13
This value added based growth accounting is not neutral to the substitution between intermediate inputs, and
the production factors labour and capital, but this problem is considered to be less severe than vertical firm
consolidation differences between different countries, when their growth accounting are compared. Moreover,
there is the problem of producing intermediate inputs deflators that are required for gross output based growth
accounting, which is a quite universal unsolved problem (see: EU KLEMS database). However, a separate
methodology has been lastly developed for Poland to address this issue, which allowed to include intermediate
inputs according to formula (1). This issue, however, does not contradict the present analysis and could be the
subject of a separate paper.
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where V is the gross value added and where AV stands for multifactor productivity
(further referred to as MFP14) in the gross value added based decomposition 𝑤 with
appropriate subscripts are average value shares of production factors’ services in the
gross value added (defined in the superscripts as K and L) for two discrete time periods
t-1 and t, which are calculated through linear interpolation in a similar way as 𝑣 for the
previous formula (1). The other symbols are the same as in equation (1). Replacing the
decomposition (1) by (2) eases some data problems and the international comparability
of the individual countries15. In practice the contribution of multifactor productivity
∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐴 is residually calculated as the subtraction between the other values, so the
equation (2) is always met, similarly to equation (1). There is no need, therefore, to
directly measure the levels of A.
The capital factor contribution (understood as capital services inputs) has been
decomposed into two sub-factors contributions as follows:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐾

𝑤

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐾𝐼𝑇

𝑤

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐾𝑁𝐼𝑇

(3)

where KIT stands for ICT capital and KNIT for non-ICT capital services16, treated as
separate factors indeed, which is expressed also by their different shares (appropriately
superscripted). In practice one of the three contributions, usually the non-ICT capital
one, is residually calculated as the subtraction between the other values in the equation
(3), in order to avoid mathematical tool problems (so the equation (3) is always met).
The labour factor contribution (understood in the standard KLEMS methodology
as labour services’ contribution) has been decomposed somehow differently as follows:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑄

(4)

where L stands for the labour factor understood as hours worked aggregated with the
use of Tӧrnqvist quantity index on the one hand or compensations aggregated with the
use of this index on the other hand17, H stands for the (straightforward) sum of hours
worked on the one hand or hours worked aggregated with the use of Tӧrnqvist quantity
index on the other hand18, and Q for labour quality. The firsts of these options result in
14

It can be considered as a variant of total factor productivity (TFP).
Because of the vertical integration of firms of different intensity in different countries, which hinders
international comparability of the countries, as far as the intermediate consumption is considered.
16
Symbols taken from Timmer et al. (2007).
17
Over standard KLEMS 18 kinds of labour according to sex, three age groups and three education attainment
levels (2 X 3 X 3 = 18). The first of these options is a standard KLEMS procedure, the second is an option explored
additionally in Statistics Poland.
18
As above. Experiments done in Statistics Poland have finally led to a developed procedure for labour factor
contribution decomposition presented in more details in Section 4.
15
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labour quality contribution understood as labour composition contribution, whereas
the seconds – as labour compensation change contribution. They are all treated as a
single factor, which is expressed by their same share 𝑤 as for L. This difference in
comparison with the capital factor decomposition (3) is however of no importance as
far as the linear additivity of the sub-factor contributions in the gross value added
growth is considered19. Here the growths of the so-called sub-factors sum up to the
growth of the entire labour factor as:
∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑄

(5)

In practice, the labour quality related expressions in equations (4) and (5) are
residually calculated through subtractions between the expressions related with L and
H (this is possible because all expressions are in percentage points). So, there is no need
to directly measure the value of Q and therefore the equations (4) and (5) are always
met.
All data have been calculated after being converted initially into 2005 prices and
presently into 2010 prices20, following the same change in Eurostat transmission tables
that happened during the works on Poland KLEMS. This change was found to be only
technical and of little impact on the accounts. Information on data processing by other
countries was studied for comparison and reference in Gouma and Timmer (2013).
During the works the ESA’95 Eurostat system changed also into the ESA 2010 system21,
but this change was found to be of even lower importance than the above-mentioned
one22. The problem of qualitative growth as discussed, e.g. by Diewert (1993), Hausman
(2003) and Hulten (2009, 19−21) has been for the time being ignored, which is the
general practice in the present KLEMS accounting23. However, one may argue that
quality deflators for ICT capital services are to some extent considered, as the structure
19

The equation (15) in O’Mahony and Timmer (2009, F378) expresses also this difference, but instead of the term
“labour quality” (Q) used here, the terms “labour composition” (LC) was used there, more narrowly defined as
only the standard KLEMS procedure. More details are presented in Section 4.
20
This can be done directly comparing each year with the base year or through chaining (see Schreyer (2004) and
Milana (2009). The results of the two methods are slightly different. As in other EU KLEMS countries chaining
was applied to establish the base year. Establishing the base year is not necessary to perform KLEMS type growth
accounting (pairs of years in the same prices are good enough), but such is the way the other EU KLEMS
countries data were processed.
21
These are European equivalents of SNA’93 and SNA 2008 systems.
22
It concerns only the ICT capital services where mixed data on productive capital stocks had to be used. A test for
shortened time series covering both ESA’95 and ESA 2010 comparing results arising from the use of these two
systems showed that differences are negligible.
23
And there seems to be no perspective to introduce it soon. It is quite controversial to use hedonic quality
assessments based on price differentials. High quality growth industries should theoretically expand at the
expense of low quality growth industries, but this is not necessarily the case. In the case of ICT industries it might
be that prices are falling and product quality rising.
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taken from SUT tables (ICT services related with software providing) was used to
distribute productive capital stocks by industries24.
The works on Poland KLEMS have a specific feature, which is open for further
discussion. All results have been calculated and presented in four versions indicated on
the Statistics Poland web page by capital letters A-D:
 A – Capital without residential capital (without dwellings), labour quality
understood as labour composition
 B – Capital with residential capital (with dwellings), labour quality understood as
labour composition
 C – Capital without residential capital (without dwellings), labour quality
understood as labour compensation level
 D – Capital with residential capital (with dwellings), labour quality understood as
labour compensation level
The inclusion of residential capital in the Polish KLEMS accounting is controversial
because of the still opaque (to be understood as not fully liquid in economic terms)
Polish dwelling market. But for international comparison it is preferable because all the
other KLEMS countries (which are generally not transformation countries and
therefore with well capitalised, liquid and transparent dwelling markets) do include it.
Therefore, it was decided to make the calculations in both ways (to satisfy both
contenders). There are perceivable difference on graphs, between these two options,
although of no decisive importance25.
The other dichotomy is the possibility of different understanding of the labour
quality sub-factor, as solely related to labour composition change or, alternatively, as
being entirely translatable into changes in labour compensation levels. Here also both
ways of calculations have been performed. For international comparisons the versions
B is the appropriate one. In Kotlewski & Błażej (2016 and 2018a) and in Kotlewski
(2017) details on how data limitations have been overcome are extensively presented.
Figure 1 shows the results at the aggregate level for the above-mentioned four
versions A to D. It can be seen that the differences are not of a fundamental nature.
However, there are some benefits from doing KLEMS accounting in the four versions.
The lower graphs (C and D) show the impact of remuneration level increase on the
24

It was, as it seems quite sensibly, assumed that the ICT productive stocks (used to compute ICT capital services’
contributions) are proportional to the related ICT services, such as software providing. Both ICT capital assets
and related services provided on the market are increasing in quality and decreasing in prices, to some extent
in parallel.
25
The industry of residential building is usually excluded from market economy, because the output of this industry
mostly reflect imputed housing rents instead of firms’ production (Timmer et al., 26). Such is the case, e.g. in
Germany. However, in Poland the situation is different since houses are generally owned by the users. Excluding
housing from market economy is therefore also a controversial issue, although the Statistics Poland’s KLEMS
database provides also the data for this market economy aggregation. In Poland, houses are rather a kind of
product sold in instalments, therefore excluding it from capital stocks finds supporters.
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accounts, i.e. the years when this impact was huge can be identified by comparing the
differences in the MFP level between these graphs and the graphs A and B situated
above. Similarly, the years when the impact of dwellings’ growth was huge can be
identified by comparing the differences in the MFP level between graphs A and C with
graphs B and D.

Figure 1. Decomposition of aggregate value added growth in Poland in four versions
Source: Statistics Poland web page.

3. Preliminary interpretation of aggregate results
The general picture of the Polish economy in the light of the present KLEMS
accounting methodology, which is in line with other countries performing KLEMS
productivity accounting (version B as indicated in section 2.), is presented in Figure 2.
What can be seen is that the peaks of MFP contribution in 2006 and 2010 precede the
peaks of aggregate gross value added growth in 2007 and 2011, which suggests at first
that the increase in productivity due to some reorganizations or modernizations in the
economy led to profit margin increases, launching forward the economy and that these
impulses remained active for some time after.
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Figure 2. Decomposition of aggregate value added growth in Poland – version B conformable with
EU KLEMS
Source: Own contribution based on Statistics Poland web page.

However, the evolution of the gross value added growth in Poland is also not in
contradiction to its evolutions in some other economies, i.e. there was a slump around
the year 2009 during the trough of the world-wide financial crisis, and the abovementioned peaks before and after are somehow correlated with the world’s economy as
well, which suggests rather a business cycle effect. The mentioned slowdown has not,
however, led the Polish economy into recession, which is its distinctive feature. These
results correspond well with the results presented, e.g. in Havik, Leitner, Stehrer (2012)
as far as the time series do overlap each other, but additionally MFP data are provided.
Since yearly representations of growth accounting can be misleading, because it might
be difficult to focus on long run effects only and eliminate the short-term demand
effects, a cumulative growth analysis is provided in the fifth section. Exact quantitative
yearly data are available on the Statistics Poland website26.
For the years 2012−2014 it can be observed that MFP contribution is negative. The
possible explanation of this fact may be that the direct contribution to gross value added
growth of growing capital stocks (at industry level and therefore capital services at the
aggregate level within KLEMS methodology as explained before) is in relation with the
growing demand for capital goods, which in Poland are largely imported. The increase
in investments has led to “demand evasion” abroad through increased net imports of
26

KLEMS Economic Productivity Accounts, https://stat.gov.pl/en/experimental-statistics/klems-economicproductivity-accounts/.
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that capital goods, therefore we have a growth of capital contribution in the accounts,
not accompanied, however, by a parallel domestic growth of demand for domestic
capital goods – the contribution of capital services temporarily raises but with no
additional raise in gross value added. This fact may be reflected in lower and even
negative MFP contribution, because it is computed residually in the KLEMS
methodology. This process was facilitated in those years by the fact that the Polish trade
balance improved and even reached positive numbers in 2015, so the economy had
finance to invest domestically and of course some role in increasing investments can be
attributed to EU funds as well. In the light of developing KLEMS accounting this
phenomenon could be better explained using the concept of Global Value Chains
(GVC), which would allow to trace exactly and unequivocally (Timmer et al., 2013) the
“migration” of gross value added growth together with some part of the residual
contribution of MFP between the countries. This effect can also be considered as a tool
problem or short-run demand disturbance (if MFP contribution was not calculated
residually but computed somehow directly, it would not occur probably).
The last two years of the covered span of time show a huge increase in the
contribution of MFP to gross value added growth, which is difficult to be explained
solely by the business cycle upturn. It can be observed, however, that this phenomenon
is accompanied by a fall in the contribution of the labour factor, i.e. both labour
composition and hours worked, which is being offset, as far as its possible negative
impact on economic growth is considered, by a surge in productivity growth
represented by the MFP contribution.
KLEMS economic productivity accounting allows also to undertake an analysis of
the contributions of industry aggregations to aggregate gross value added growth and
to decompose this contribution into factor contributions as defined in KLEMS
accounting. It can be observed that the NACE 2 classification industries, of which the
contribution to aggregate gross value added growth is generally the most important, are
industries belonging to section C (manufacturing) of this classification. Its evolution
and the evolutions of its contributing factors, as shown in Figure 3 (left-hand side
graph), exhibit a similar pattern to the pattern of evolutions observed for the aggregate
economy (right-hand side graph).
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Legend: ICT – ICT capital contribution, Non-ICT – non-ICT capital contribution, HW – hours
worked contribution, LC – labour composition contribution, GVA – gross value added growth,
MFP – multifactor productivity contribution.
Figure 3. Contribution of GVA growth of section C and its decomposition compared to GVA growth
decomposition for the aggregate Polish economy
Source: Own contribution based on Statistics Poland web page data.

However, the falling trends of gross value added growth, particularly of MFP
contribution in section C, are less conspicuous than for the aggregate economy. This
indicates that section C supports economic growth. The role of manufacturing seems
to strengthen particularly as far as MFP in section C is considered, since its contribution
to section C growth is relatively much greater in comparison with the other factors’
contributions than for the aggregate economy. This goes in line with the concept that
reindustrialization of the Polish economy is on its way.
A lot of interest is due to the labour market, which in Poland has behaved very
specifically in comparison with the other countries that have performed KLEMS
accounting, as shown in Figure 2, and some argue that this fact lies behind the good
comportment of the Polish economy during the trough of the world’s financial crisis in
2009. This, of course, is very debatable.
However, we can imply that this is also due to a labour hoarding phenomenon of a
both rational and psychological origin and it is caught by the right-hand side graph of
Figure 6 later on in the article. The general government and firms refrained from laying
off employees until the onslaught of the financial crisis passed away27. At the same time
27

Although typical (see: Timmer et al., Spring 2011, 9‒10), this labour hoarding lasted in Poland until 2010, that is
about a year longer than in the other EU KLEMS countries.
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the highest remunerations were curbed down in the Government administration. From
2008 wage increases in the Government administration were also officially frozen
because of the regulations on budget deficit and debt that are in force in Poland28. In the
next year (2010) the low base helped to reach a high labour quality contribution growth,
when the labour market was freed again to some degree.
The data on KLEMS accounting posted on the Statistics Poland web page indicate
that the NACE 2 sections C, G, J, K, L and M-N can be considered as trend settlers for
the labour market. The sections O-U (representing mainly the wide public sector
entities) contribute to some degree to the entire economy labour productivity
evolution.
As far as the capital factor contribution to aggregate gross value added growth is
considered, it can be seen in Figure 4 that it generally follows the evolution of the entire
economy (i.e. the business cycle), but its relative contribution share increased in the
long run and became prevalent in the years 2013−2014. In some countries this led to
reduced capital productivity29, but not in Poland. From some other analyses it is known
that the ratio of residual capital income30 to capital stock value is continuously (over
the period of this analysis) and still growing. Following the standard theory, as long as
the “golden rule”31 shall be maintained there should not be any decrease in capital
productivity. However, the relative role of capital contribution to gross value added
growth decreased importantly in the years 2015v2016, which leads to a possible
conclusion that a similar process of substitution happened to labour factor contribution
substitution by MFP contribution. Generally, a decrease in factor contributions seems
to be largely offset by an outstanding MFP contribution increase, much greater than
expected to be induced solely by the business cycle itself.

28

Timmer et al. (Spring 2011, 9) mention about a productivity going up together with massive layoffs. In Poland,
instead of layoffs, remunerations were slashed in 2009.
29
In other emerging markets the economic growth was similarly to Poland „increasingly investment driven with
negative TFP”, (see: Bart van Ark, 2016).
30
Calculated by subtracting labour total compensation from gross value added (Lewandowski et al., 2015).
31
According to the neoclassical theory of economic growth, an economy should invest about 20% of its GDP.
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Figure 4. Capital sub-factors’ contributions to aggregate GVA growth in Poland
Source: Own calculations based on Statistics Poland web page data.

However, this positive feature in general (with the exception of uncertain last two
years 2015−2016), concerning the non-ICT capital services and therefore also the entire
capital services as understood in KLEMS accounting, does not concern the ICT capital
services, of which the contribution is almost imperceptible (see Figure 4). In
comparison with some other countries this could be explained also by the fact that
Poland is rather an importer of ICT goods (although Poland is an exporter of quite
many ICT components and some software). But there can be also some other
explanations that will be examined in Figure 5, where the scale on the vertical axis has
been magnified to ease the observations.
As it can be seen in Figure 5, the ten countries that traditionally perform a
decomposition of the KLEMS growth accounting type (presented on the EU KLEMS
internet platform) greatly differ in the contribution of ICT capital to aggregate gross
value added growth, although these are all developed and similar Western European
economies, which suggests the possibility of a methodological problem32.

32

This has been discussed in Timmer et al. (2007a and 2007b), the definition of ICT capital is very different in the
mentioned countries. The ICT capital can be solely consisting of computers and software, and some top
telecommunication devices, or include many peripheral components and infrastructure that is related.
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Note: 2015−2016 data for countries other than Poland are not entirely available presently, therefore
the graph ends in 2014.
Figure 5. Comparisons of the contribution of ICT capital to aggregate value added growth between
Poland and some other countries performing KLEMS accounting
Source: Own contribution based on Statistics Poland website data for Poland and EU KLEMS data
for other countries.

Poland seems to be a “non-ICT country” just as Italy is, but this could be the result
of narrow definitions of ICT capital used in these countries. The narrow definition of
ICT capital in Poland was adopted because it can be assessed in this way from the supply
and use tables (SUT), thanks to the structure of software services (see: Kotlewski &
Błażej, 2016 and 2018a) and this technique cannot be reliably used if the ICT capital is
defined widely33. At the same time, however, the case of Finland, where we have seen
the fall of Nokia impacting the entire ICT industry in this country, suggests that there
is some rationale behind the figures (after the fall of Nokia Finland became relatively
a non-ICT country as can be seen on the graph).

33

As Timmer et al. (2007a, 38) summarize it: The definitions of IT and CT assets have not been completely
harmonized to date. In some countries IT has been defined broadly as office and computing equipment
(CPA 30), whereas others have used the more narrowly defined category CPA 3002 computers only. Similarly,
CT …etc.
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The EU KLEMS site does not provide more information (e.g. on constant quality
indices) about the countries represented on this site that could shed more light on this
issue, but the results for Finland suggest some degree of credibility of these comparisons
between the countries. It is possible, therefore, that not all countries do benefit from the
explosive growth of productivity of ICT technologies (as suggested, e.g. in: Jorgenson,
Ho, Stiroh (2005) and Ark, O’Mahony, Timmer (2008)).
The final observation presented here is that there are some premises to think that
Poland in the long run is subject to secular stagnation just as the remaining world is
(as observed through the EU KLEMS performing countries). The long-run trend, as can
be seen on all the figures presented here, is a decreasing one. But the concept of secular
stagnation does not take into consideration that qualitative growth may be replacing
quantitative growth now34. In an environment of slowing down demographics,
accompanied by a pressure on reducing fuel and material consumption and on
shrinking sizes and weights of all end-user machinery, it might be that qualitative
growth has become prevalent. This, however, remains debatable35.

4. Preliminary interpretation of results at industry level
To carry on an analysis at industry level, a wide industry approach at NACE 2
classification sections has been applied here. Section A (agriculture, forestry and
fishing) has been omitted because the KLEMS methodology is considered to be
controversial for this economic activity. Also, NACE 2 sections not belonging to the socalled ‘market economy’ according to the standard approach (which includes sections
L, O, P and Q) have been omitted. Because of their little importance, section T and U
have been omitted too. However, NACE sections representing commercialized
activities, but under strong public control or with heavy sovereign supports have been
included (sections B, D, E, H and R). Industries represented by these sections have huge
investment outlays, which are directly or indirectly sovereign supported, and which do
not necessarily translate into gross value added growth.
In section B (mining and quarrying) we can observe a negative gross value added
growth related to the process of mining industry restructuring carried out under
sovereign control, so despite some investments the residual MFP contribution value is
negative. In sections D (electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply) and E (water
supply, sewerage, waste management and remediation activities) that concern network
34

A discussion about how to measure it and the possibility to use hedonic quality measures is discussed in Hulten
(2009), among others.
35
One may think that in the light of Krugman (2014, 61-68), the only way to combat secular stagnation is to
appropriately reward qualitative growth, thanks to a monetary expansion that would allow prices to grow as an
equivalent for improved quality of goods, but near zero policy interest rates do not give room for that. Perhaps
only quantitative easing remains, which, however, remains scary for monetary economists.
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services there are important upgrading outlays (probably necessary) that are not
accompanied by substantial output growth, therefore here as well the contribution of
residually computed MFP is negative. To some degree it is the same with section H
(transportation and storage) in which also important public outlays are only partly
accompanied by an increase in transport services – therefore we also observe a negative
MFP contribution. Also a capital public support for section R (arts, entertainment and
recreation) does not directly lead to production increase, which inevitably leads to
negative MFP contribution.
Those negative MFP contributions are compensated by positive ones in the other
industries included in the analysis, therefore the results for total Poland on the graph
from Figure 6, are in the middle. Sections not included in the market economy
contribute also negatively to the overall MFP contribution and that is why this category
is situated to the right from total Poland.
One important observation in Figure 6 is that NACE 2 section C representing
a group of industries related to manufacturing has the highest MFP cumulative
contribution in the 2005−2016 period. Because this section is the largest in the Polish
economy it weighs very importantly on the total economy MFP contribution
in a situation where its level within the section is high as well. As they are very technical
(as manufacturing generally is), it can be asserted that industries from this section have
in general the greatest technological progress (with some possible but not numerous
exceptions). It
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Note: on the first graph (2005−2015) the NACE 2 classification sections are in order of growing
cumulative gross value added growth from the left side to the right-hand side; on the second graph
(2010−2015) this order has been maintained.
Figure 6. Decomposition of cumulative gross value added growth into factor and MFP contributions
at selected NACE 2 classification sections in the light of KLEMS growth accounting (in pp).
Source: Own contribution based on Statistics Poland website data for Poland.

should translate to an important contribution of MFP into gross value added growth in
this section, but the fact that this contribution dominates entirely over other
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contributions is an important novelty observation. This suggests that manufacturing is
being intensively upgraded (modernized) in Poland, and this is happening regardless
of whether this upgrading is replicative (through imitation and acquiring of foreign
technologies) or innovative. This upgrading seems to be the basic growth engine for the
industries in this section, rather than new capital outlays. Section C in relative terms
has the highest growth between all NACE 2 sections. This implies that
a reindustrialization process is under way in Poland.
The second NACE 2 classification section that distinguishes itself by its high MFP
contribution is section J (information and communication). In the period 2005-2016
the cumulative gross value added growth and the cumulative MFP contribution to that
growth in that section was only a little lower than in section C, but in the second half of
that period (2010−2016) as shown on the lower graph of Figure 6 it becomes the leader
in both of these categories. Sections I (accommodation and food service activities) and
S (other service activities) also have increased their importance thanks mainly to MFP
contributions. In general we can observe that in all growth supporting activities it is
MFP contribution that dominates. Therefore, MFP can be considered as the main
growth engine in the economy and this domination remains in the second half of the
analysed period (2010−2016). However, at the total economy level this important MFP
contribution is being levelled by industries from the above-mentioned sections, which
do not contribute importantly or positively to gross value added growth and this effect
even strengthened in the 2010−2016 period.
The more general implication is that the Polish economy is developing well and
intensively modernizing, particularly in industries from the well growing sections as
shown in Figure 6 on the one hand. On the other hand, the share of the other industries
that are not greatly contributing to gross value added growth or contributing negatively
is to large (which would be a government failure paradigm supporters’ view). However,
some contenders might assert that there is no trouble at all since in general the MFP
negative contributions of industries from some sections are well counterbalanced by
MFP positive contributions of industries from other sections (which would be rather a
market failure paradigm supporters’ preferable interpretation).
The possible analyses at industry level are very numerous (by far trespassing the
size of this article), so only a sample is provided here.

5. Developed labour factor decomposition
One of the key idea presented in this article is the possibility to further analyse the
labour factor contribution by dividing it into three (and even four as shown latter on)
instead of two sub-contributions. Considering KLEMS decomposition at industry
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levels, this seems to open new possibilities for analysing the business cycle and the
labour market itself, and can lead to promising linkages to other studies.
The standard KLEMS decomposition of the labour factor contribution (called
labour services’ contribution) into two sub-contributions is:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝐶

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻

(6)

This formula is the same as formula (4) in section 2, but labour quality (Q) is
understood here as labour composition (LC) solely, and is therefore calculated through
a subtraction between hours worked Hljt for labour kinds l growths aggregated with the
use of the Tӧrnqvist quantity index over industry j and hours worked Hjt growths
simply added up for the given industry j:
∆𝑙𝑛𝐿𝐶

∑ 𝑣̅ , ∆𝑙𝑛𝐻

∆𝑙𝑛𝐻

(7)

In the above-mentioned formulae 𝑤 stands for the average share of the labour
factor remuneration (labour compensation together with the self-employed) in gross
value added of industry j for two discrete periods (t-1) and t. ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿 stands for the
relative growth of the labour factor, understood in the standard KLEMS accounting as
labour services, in industry j between two discrete periods (t-1) and t; and ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻 for
the relative growth of the number of hours worked in industry j, between these two
discrete periods. ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝐶 stands for the relative change in the so-called labour
composition (otherwise called labour quality in standard KLEMS accounting) in
industry j between two discrete periods (t-1) and t, understood as an effect of the change
in the share structure of the labour factor by different labour kinds l. ∆𝑙𝑛𝐻 stands for
the relative growth of the number of hours worked in industry j between two discrete
periods (t-1) and t of different labour kinds l, whereas 𝑣̅ , are average shares of labour
kinds l in labour compensation in industry j between two discrete periods (t-1) and t.
As seen from equations (6) and (7), only data on the hours worked and value shares are
needed for the accounts (all data are according to the National Accounts).
In this way the traditionally understood (Solow, 1956 and 1957) contribution of the
labour factor to economic growth as the contribution of hours worked solely is
complemented in standard KLEMS accounting by the contribution of labour
composition (otherwise called labour quality), which was contained before in the socalled Solow residual. Following this change, the labour inputs have been renamed as
labour services’ inputs in the standard KLEMS accounting. As mentioned before, in the
KLEMS accounting 18 kinds of labour are defined, which arises from divisions into
sexes, three age groups and three education attainment levels. Labour composition
change is understood, therefore, as the effect of the change in the relative remuneration
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shares of different 18 labour kinds at industry level (within industries)36. This effect is
as conspicuous as the different labour kinds l are differently remunerated by hour.
This analysis of the labour factor contribution (labour services’ contribution in
standard KLEMS accounting) can be deepened further, however. The contribution of
hours worked growth in formula (6) can be decomposed by changing this formula into:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝐶

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑀

𝑤 ∆𝑙𝑛𝐻

(8)

where:
∆𝑙𝑛𝐻

∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻

∆𝑙𝑛𝑀

(9)

is the relative growth of hours worked
In the above-mentioned formulae ∆𝑙𝑛𝐻
H per employee M in industry j between two discrete periods (t-1) and t. In practice, it
is calculated residually by subtracting the relative growth of the number of employees,
i.e. ∆𝑙𝑛𝑀 , from the relative growth of hours worked, i.e. ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻 in industry j between
two discrete periods (t-1) and t. This technique of residual calculations is the reason
why the above formulae are always met in practice and is therefore a better technique
for the accounts than to divide the number of hours by the number of employees and
observe the changes of this ratio. More generally, the rationale behind this procedure is
that the growth of hours worked at a given aggregation can be the result of two distinct
processes. One is the possibility that the number of employees is increasing, the other
is the possibility that the number of hours per employee is increasing, and it is assumed
that these processes may not have exactly the same consequences.
A more detailed decomposition of hours worked contribution into the
contributions of the number of employees and the number of hours per employee can
be of some not negligible importance for using KLEMS results in analyses oriented at
economic policy. In the case of a negative shock, the economy reacts usually by
reducing the total number of hours worked. However, the case of reduced number of
employees with stabilization (or even increase) of the number of hours per employees
is well different from the case when the economic adjustment takes the shape of a
decreased number of hours per employee with little employee reduction. In the first
case, the social consequences are more severe, which results in reduced household
consumption (a contagion alike consumer spending reduction effect) and the
eventuality of high costs of bringing back the previous employment level (because of a
hysteresis effect). In the second case, the social consequences are milder, which results
in a lower decrease of the household consumption level and its quicker restauration
36

The contribution of labour reallocation between industries with different levels of productivity can also be taken
into account in theory (Timmer et al. 2010, 153, eq. (5.4)).
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(because consumers tend to maintain their spending levels when their incomes
decrease moderately).
This analysis can be a contribution to explaining the reasons of different reactions
of the EU economies against the 2007−2009 crisis and of different paces of growth
restauration. Some initial studies carried for some chosen EU economies according to
a simplified methodology seem to demonstrate these different reactions in accordance
with the rationale presented here (CSO Poland37, 2014). This could be also interesting
when regional (by provinces of the given country) growth decompositions will be
performed38. On the right hand, in the side graph of Figure 7 we can see that in 2009
the contribution of hours per employee was negative, and thanks to that the
contribution of the number of employees39 remained positive even in the situation
where the total number of hours worked decreased. This explains presumably why
consumer spending did not decrease importantly in Poland in comparison with the
other countries in that year. Obviously,

Figure 7. Developed labour factor decomposition
Source: Own contribution based on Statistics Poland web page.

although it helps to understand why Poland avoided recession in that year, it is certainly
not the only reason for this wishful behaviour of the economy40.
We have also a general wage increase phenomenon, which by a margin can be
different than labour factor (L), understood as above, increase. In real terms (deflated)
37

Actually Statistics Poland.
As Spain did. In China it has been done also, see: Kang and Peng (2013).
39
In the entire article employees are considered as including the self-employed.
40
The other well identified reason is a floating currency that allowed for a betterment of the balance of payments
to a large degree.
38
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and marginally, including it should help to completely reflect labour quality growth,
understood as marginal labour productivity growth. The resulting conclusion is that in
an ideal situation the total labour quality effect should include the wage effect from
formula (10) below. The analysis of the labour factor can be therefore extended. If the
contribution of labour factor (L) growth, calculated as above-mentioned, is subtracted
from the contribution of labour compensation (LR) growth then we receive the
contribution of the change in the relative level of remunerations (SC – soft
composition41) according to the following formula:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝐶

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝑅

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿

(10)

and here as well (according to a technique often used in KLEMS accounting) we do not
need to establish the value of SC directly, because the value of its contribution, i.e. the
left-hand side of the equation (10), can be calculated residually from the other variables
as the subtraction between their contributions (the value of labour compensation (LR
– labour remuneration42) is available from the National Accounts). In such a case the
contributions of all the above-mentioned four labour factor’s sub-factors can be joined
in a single formula:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝑅

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝐶

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝐶

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑀

𝑤 ∆𝑙𝑛𝐻

(11)

In the KLEMS accounting labour composition LC is interpreted as the main
manifestation of labour efficiency in the long run43, which only to some degree
translates into the actual remunerations’ level. The remaining remunerations’ level
change SC can be attributed to the actual labour usage that mostly can be related with
the business cycle but also with a reallocation effect between industries44.
For clarity, on the Statistics Poland website the Excel tables concerning this
developed decomposition of the labour factor are presented in a hierarchical way
following the equation (11) divided into three equations:
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝑅
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻

41

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝐶
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿𝐶
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝑀

𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐿
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻
𝑤 ∆ 𝑙𝑛 𝐻

Own designation.
Own designation – must be different from LC (labour composition) already used.
43
The neoclassical premise is that labour is being remunerated according to its marginal productivity.
44
This reallocation effect has been discussed in Stiroh (2002). Here, it is contained within SC.
42

(12)
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They represent the three stages of the labour factor decomposition presented in
Figure 7. It can be seen that a drop in remunerations’ contribution in 2009 shown on
the left-hand side graph probably delayed the trough in labour contribution to gross
value added growth in 2010 shown on the middle graph, which was accompanied by
some labour hoarding in 2009 shown on the right-hand side graph in the form of a
negative hours per employee growth level.

6. Conclusions and a look into the future
To conclude, the KLEMS accounting methodology applied in Poland, although not
solving all economic analysis dilemmas, is a valuable tool for economic ex post
observation, which can provide non-negligible findings, also for the decision makers.
It does not respond to similar Keynesian findings and controversies, but the processed
final KLEMS data can possibly be used also for that purpose in some cases, although
mainly applicable to similar neoclassical analyses oriented rather towards the long run
economic paradigm.
The main findings are:
1) that missing data can be effectively assessed up to the level allowing to build up
KLEMS type data sets of sufficient quality;
2) that the labour factor can be decomposed further, which is conducive to more
informed analysis;
3) that during the 2009 crisis trough MFP contribution increased, resulting perhaps
from some effective reorganisations in the economy undertaken to combat the
crisis both at the aggregate level and at firms levels;
4) that a specific labour hoarding phenomenon was present in the economy during
the 2009 onslaught of the crisis on the Polish economy, which prevented largely
the incidence of huge demand slump;
5) that the industry level analysis exhibits an even more optimistic feature of the
Polish economy than at the aggregate level – it shows that the Polish economy
has strong sectoral fundamentals and that only the role of the State is an issue.
Some of these findings, i.e. four of the five above-mentioned items, have already been
published in previous publications (Kotlewski &Błażej 2016, 2018a and 2018b), but
here they were explained more extensively. Item 4) was only signalled in (Kotlewski &
Błażej 2018b), whereas here it was well explained. Item 5) is a first time result
publication.
The KLEMS accounting performed in Poland can be developed. One obvious
possibility is to bring to live not only the gross value added growth decomposition but
also the gross output growth decomposition, which includes intermediate consumption
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contribution. The theoretical KLEMS methodology45 includes a decomposition of
intermediate consumption contribution into the contributions of its three subcomponents, i.e. energy, materials and services inputs. As we know from the last release
of National Accounts for Poland, the deflators for intermediate consumption by
industries are now available46, so the main obstacle standing against this procedure has
been almost lifted (what remains is the issue to attribute the appropriate deflators to the
three kinds of intermediate consumption, i.e. energy, materials and services). The
international comparability problem, arising from differences in vertical integration of
firms between the countries, will remain. But, performing gross output decomposition
could be useful for intra-country analyses of energy and material footprints, and the
scale of services’ outsourcing also by industries. Lastly (June 2019), on Statistics Poland
website gross output growth decomposition has been published, although without the
subdivision into the above-mentioned three categories of intermediate inputs. This
partial progress can lead, however, to some new analyses47.
Considerably more important and complex is the idea to perform KLEMS
accounting not only for the entire economy at the aggregate level and by industries, but
also regionally, i.e. by individual Polish sixteen voivodships. This could allow to make
analytical comparisons between voivodship regional economies (as some Polish
voivodships are as large as some small European countries), also in relation to the
aggregate economy as a whole, and could happen to become an important supporting
tool for economic analyses oriented at regional economic policy.
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